Innovators of the award-winning IoT (internet of things) adDryer and EcoCurve Smart hand dryers
British technology company SAVORTEX® in partnership with ARM® introduces a transformational new range.
Using the power of data, we are raising the bar in ensuring that hand sanitisation can keep buildings occupiers safe.

The SAVORTEX Smart Hand Sanitiser
Designed and Manufactured in Britain, Contactless & Internet connected.
It’s the game changer!

Transform hand hygiene standards, reduce maintenance costs
and increase profitability

www.savortex.com
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The SAVORTEX Sanitiser Range
Features and Benefits
Built on ARM® connectivity, the meticulously designed SAVORTEX Smart Hand Sanitiser offers non-touch and
high-volume liquid dispersal technology. It alerts building managers when sanitiser is running low and in
need of a refill, which helps to avoid service disruptions and improve operational efficiency.
SAVORTEX Smart Hand Sanitisers are internet-connected and track usage in real-time. They alert facilities
managers to potential hygiene risks if users do not sanitise their hands, with the ability to allow or deny access
if required. The smart data enables hygiene scoring, which drives the most optimum sanitisation standards
and makes the workplace a safer environment to carry out activity.
Furthermore, the range is available with an in-built full motion video display screen for real-time hygiene
messaging or advertising.
The SAVORTEX range is data-driven, efficient, cost/resource saving and hygienic. It’s a game changer!

SAVORTEX Hand Sanitiser - RRP £199.99*
 Slimline: Protrudes just 134mm from the wall
 Hygienic: High Volume non-touch liquid dispersal. Meets EN 1500:2013
 Reliable: 3-year parts and 1 year labour warranty
 Sustainable: Manufactured in the UK. 4mm thick vandal resistant plastic
construction
 Low Maintenance: Large 2.1 L dispenser with quick feed for refills

Smart (Internet Connected), transform hand hygiene

SAVORTEX Smart Hand Sanitiser - RRP £299.99*
(data fees apply)

 Internet-connect (WIFI/GSM): Reports users who don’t sanitise their hands as a
hygiene risk**. Review data and prevent or allow access to an area in real- time.
 Data Analytics: The solution comes with a secure cloud-based management
system for analytics to drive resource efficiency.
 Low Maintenance: large 2.1 L dispenser. Alerts building managers when
dispensers need refilling based on usage.
Raise awareness, improve hygiene and drive revenue

SAVORTEX Full Motion Hand Sanitiser - RRP £599.99*
(content management fees apply)

 Engage Users and Drive Revenue: Displays full motion video messages, improve
hygiene and profitability
 Low Maintenance: Alerts building managers when dispensers need refilling
based on usage.
 Internet-connect (WIFI/GSM): Reports users who don’t sanitise their hands as a
hygiene risk**. Review data and prevent or allow access to an area in real-time.
 Data Analytics: The solution comes with a secure cloud-based management
system for analytics to drive resource efficiency.
* Volume Discounts Available
** Software upgrade available on request
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Smart Data & Remote Management
The SAVORTEX Smart Hand Sanitiser and Full Motion are internet-connected, which allows them to record
real-time usage data and report it to the SAVORTEX® SIP Intelligent Cloud portal. The data intelligence
gathered maps trends and creates scoring criteria to encourage and drive optimal hygiene standards in
the workplace, creating the safest place to carry out activity. In addition, the data allows for collaboration
and cross-functional continuous conversations between stakeholders, with the aim of changing user and
organisational behaviour towards better workplace hygiene.

SAVORTEX SIP

Data and Accountability
 User friendly & actionable data intelligence
 Real-time hygiene risk alerts
 Improved hygiene standards & user
behaviour
 Meet and maintain ISO/CSR reports

The Sanitiser Full Motion provides an easy way to display hygiene
messaging, news or announcements in minutes
Create eye-catching internal marketing content
in minutes
Choose from hundreds of professionally designed
ads or try our easy-to-use AdWizard. You can quickly
edit the content using a simple web form, animate
the text and images, then publish it to your screen.
No technical expertise required.
Schedule ads to play on the day & time of your
choice and at multiple locations
Plan in advance and ensure your content is seen;
Perfect for sending out time-sensitive messages or
promoting offers at specific times of the day.
Drive advertising revenue
Take advantage of adDryer's media agency
relationships or use your own agency and drive paid
content and let your investment pay for itself

A better way to interact with your users & potential customers
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Competitor Analysis
SAVORTEX’s IoT capabilities significantly reduce hygiene risks, improve health & safety, reduce crosscontamination, and lessen the manual labour and maintenance needed compared to traditional sanitisers.

SAVORTEX
Sanitiser Range

QBIC

Aquarius

Snow Fall

Mini Box

Non-touch dispersal

Yes

No

No

Yes

n/a

Remote Feed

Yes

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Data Reporting

Yes

No

No

No

No

Hygiene Alerts

Yes

No

5

5

No

Warranty

3

1

1

1

1

Liquid Refill Alert

Yes

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Video Option

Yes

No

No

No

No

Cost

£199/£299

£189

£15.98

£283.50

£70.22

Other sanitisers have no data reporting capabilities, and thus have no way of identifying hand hygiene risks
or inspiring positive behaviours. These sanitisers also require manual labour to check for liquid refills, and are
therefore high in maintenance needs and come with a limited life.
The SAVORTEX range are designed and made in Britain and offer unrivalled sustainability, eliminating the
problems identified above.
* Data fees apply
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Technical Specification
Installation

Recommended Installation Height

Securely fix the mounting bracket to the wall at the desired
location. The dispenser should be mounted vertically on
solid substrate wall or podium with a weighted base.
When required, align the main unit over the mounting
bracket, ensuring the top two hooks are secure.
Align with the corresponding openings in the rear. The
main unit should be held flush with the wall.
Lower the unit slowly down to engage with the hoooks
until the lower face is flush with the bottom edge of the
bracket.
Fix the unit to the bracket with the two anti-tamper screws.

Distance between floor height and dispenser outlet
Gentlemen: 1080mm
Ladies: 980mm
Children & Wheelchairs: 850mm

Refilling
Using the secure key, open the filler door on top of the
sanitiser, and using the filer funnel slowly pour the liquid
until full.. You will be able to confirm the tank is full when
liquid starts to fill in the hopper below the filler door.

Operation
Intelligent non-contact infrared hand detection sensors
Intelligent data monitoring per second feature
Intelligent self-cleaning / non-drip nozzle
1.5L internal tank with 3mL liquid dispersal
1080p HD Video Screen powered by Intel
Integrates with external building management systems

Construction
Front Cover: ABS
Inner Chassis: ABS
Manifold Front/Back/Nozzle: ABS
Back Plate: Steel
Antimicrobial additive for protection against degradation
and bacteria
Colour finish: White (others on request)
Net weight: 2 kg / Packaged weight: 3 kg

Standard Guarantee
3 year parts, 1 year labour guarantee
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Buying options
Direct purchase
Please email our sales team at sales@savortex.com for a quote.

Become a supplier/wholesale prices
We are always looking for like-minded partners to supply our products. We would be delighted to invite your
organisation to tender to partner with us.

Our promises
We will continue to design and build sustainably with the environment, and public health and safety in mind,
using local suppliers where possible.
We will continually invest in research and development and in our design to achieve lower energy
consumption, improve performance, and help you meet your energy reduction targets.
We actively support charities such as Children Plus and Water Aid. If you would like to find out more please
register on our website.

Contact us today
www.savortex.com
+44 (0) 20 7712 1480
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